Attached is a collection of texts that document a diverse range of
artworks made by Jessie Bullivant (AU/FI) over the past decade.
By replacing the default photographic documentation with written
accounts, the artist raises questions about how immaterial artworks
are preserved, accessed and ultimately remembered, allowing space
for nuances often lost in photographic documentation.
As an incomplete survey of the artist’s work, the book blurs
the boundaries between art and its documentation, between a
conventional monograph and an experimental artist’s book. It gives
an exciting glimpse into a committed artistic practice tackling a
variety of issues from representation, power and access to subtle
social interactions.
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Can a sculpture survive in the home without being domesticated into
just another object—a door stop or something you hang your hat on?
What are the civic duties we assign to sculpture today, in comparison
to the post-war nation-building and reassertion of civilisation?
At the heart of Things for Homes / Homes for Things are
conversations about our social relationship to objects and the spatial
relations these depend on. Prevett’s enquiry is intimate and gentle,
occurring as it does on a domestic scale in the homes of people who
don’t own art, and perhaps have never cared for it that much before.
Without the expectations and politics that grand publicness entails, it
embraces instead the potential for social connection through making
and giving of sculpture to strangers.
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How does the knowledge resulting from artistic research accumulate
and how is it accessed and referred to in the work of other artists?
How do the individual descriptive systems of artists differ from
those built collectively by scientists? How do artists and institutions
respond to the diversity of their publics?
The artist’s book If you show me what you know, can I tell you
what I see? presents a slowly unfolding conversation between
the artists Leah Beeferman and Tuukka Kaila. Drawing on their
respective artistic praxis, pedagogical work and literary research
the authors focus on collaboration, knowledge and abstraction in
the field of visual art. The text is accompanied by a selection of the
artists’ visual notes on the topics under discussion.
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A comic album once discarded from a public library and later
found on the street by the artist on his way to his studio is
transformed in to a series of abstract collages. Using simple
cut and paste tactics a collection of science fiction narratives
is reorganised in to images drifting away from definition to be
reproduced as Risograph prints on the pages of Flashback
Gordon.
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Printing and binding: Vallilan Risopaja
Publisher: Rooftop Press, 2021
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The end of the world is easier to imagine (Questions for 2020)
A poetical reflection on the complex relationships between
people and things, events and places in a neoliberal society of the
never-ending tiny spectacle. In her timely belles-lettres the artist
participates in ongoing conversations around a variety of issues
such as alienation, love, body politics, urban planning, structural
oppression hiding in plain sight and the painful limitations of human
communication. The discursive, meditative investigation is conducted
with warmth and an open hearted empathy towards the narrator’s
fellow entities. Co-published with Photobooks from Finland as
part of an initiative to commission new works by artists using
photography, initially available through a newspaper vending machine
located in a public space in the Helsinki.
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A lamp lit a room on a night of a kind. A tree has fallen, now
there is a hut. Sonja Donner’s artist’s book is a pocket companion
inviting people to gather around it, much like a table or a meal might.
It traces the artist’s search for a dwelling as a space, as a community
and as a mental state in places and things as she visits, befriends
and spends time with them. Donner’s works find their realisation
where people assemble to listen to each other and share the
experience of being in the world together. The book forms a carry-on
archive recorded in photographic notes and short literature including
an essay on avian architecture by curator Elina Suoyrjö.
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Paste of Time translates the two artists’ sculptural practice into
book form with stencil printed bricolage works that uncannily hover
in between two and three dimensions. Conceptually, the work deals
with mobility as a physical and mental way of being. Practically, it is a
material excercise in collaborative working using packing, storing and
hoarding as artistic tools. The book includes two essays on immaterial
objects and posthumanist viewpoint on art making and existing.
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Placeholder is a consideration of the role of knowledge in the
production of reality and of the positition of art in relation to
knowledge. As a conversational artist’s book, it invites ideas and
thinking from different locations spread across the epistemological
field. By juxtaposing brief academic and artistic texts with abstract
imagery, the work proposes a reassesment of the larger debate on
artistic research and knowledge production.
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Inka Bell’s Syzygy finds its starting point in the astronomic
phenomenon of the same name, where three or more celestial
bodies align in space. Bell’s minimalist abstract shapes slowly
drift through the space of the book’s pages, floating towards the
possibility of alignment. The book includes a short essay on the
phenomenon and its significance on our understanding of the
universe by the astronomer Pertti Rautiainen.
Title: Syzygy
Artist: Inka Bell
Editor: Tuukka Kaila
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The pages in K-Hole carry Risograph printed reproductions of
airbrush drawings by the Helsinki based visual artist Konsta Ojala.
This pile of drawings was collected from the floor, tables, shelves
and between the covers of several sketchbooks found from his
studio, generally known as the K-Hole. K-Hole is not just a place
for artistic production, it is also a social gathering place, a forum for
intoxicated activities where Konsta Ojala’s artworks mingle with a
diverse crowd of friends, colleagues and random late night warriors.
Title: K-Hole
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Migratory Trees is a study of oak trees both as living organisms and
as commodities traded in the globalized market of raw materials.
The zine records the artist’s effort to understand the trees’ troubled
existence on the one hand through participation in their lives as trees
by planting and nurturing them, and on the other hand by sourcing
timber from the global market. Published as a contribution to the
mobile artist’s book library Bibliotek Nordica, a Codex Polaris iniative.
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Artist: Tuukka Kaila
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Stacks presents two sets of documentary photographs reproduced
as Risograph prints. Photographs of sound systems documented in
the streets of London in the morning before first day of Notting Hill
Carnival in August 2017, and photographs of abstract temporary clay
sculptures documented in the artists studio in Helsinki in August
2018. Stacks highlights the similarities between the functional
aesthetics of sound systems and visual language of modernist
sculpture and brutalist architecture. Published as part of Timo
Vaittinen’s solo exhibition 1-2-2-2-1-2-2 at Sinne, Helsinki, Finland.
Title: Stacks
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Design: the artist
Printing: Vallilan Risopaja
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Manual was published in conjunction with a photography exhibition
of the same title. The zine features an essay by the author Antti
Nylén. With no direct reference to the works on display or the
participating artists, Nylén uses the space of the publication to
explore the same themes that were present in the show—the role
of the artist in the production process of contemporary art and
the place of photography in the contemporary art landscape. The
publication took two physical forms: a unique newsprint broadsheet
poster, displayed on the street at the entrance to the gallery for the
duration of the show, and a zine with an afterlife independent of the
exhibition.
Title: Manual
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Author: Antti Nylén
Translation: Kasper Salonen
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Photography: Jenni Haili
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Lukuliekki was published on the occasion of a community run
book fair in the Roihuvuori borough of Helsinki. The zine contains
short prose and poetry by local authors from the borough. From
start to finish, the publication was realized locally together with
the community in order to explore the various questions and their
solutions involved in the publishing process. Based around the local
public library, the book fair featured talks, discussions, workshops
and stalls by bookshops and publishers.
Title: Lukuliekki
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Printing: Vallilan Risopaja
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Noodles is a collection of prints that reproduce Rope’s original
ink paintings. The ongoing series started in 2015 when the artist
took part in the Little Paper Planes -residency program in San
Francisco and continues to date. The first paintings were made on
sheets of colored paper stuck together with masking tape to create
multi-shaded backgrounds for the ink shapes. The paintings are
reproduced in the publication exploring different colour schemes and
at the same time respecting the technique of the originals.
Title: Noodles
Language: English
Artist: Jenni Rope
Design: Tuukka Kaila and Jenni Rope
Printing: Vallilan Risopaja
Publisher: Rooftop Press, 2018
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Selected Works 2007-2017 presents pixel based works by Mark
Kuivanen made in a ten year time period. Elegantly printed with black
Risograph ink on white paper, the subject matter of these works
varies from planetary landscapes and surreal clip-art collages to
abstractions and art historical references.
Title: Selected Works 2007-2017
Artist: Mark Kuivanen
Design: the artist
Printing: the artist / Vallilan Risopaja
Publisher: Rooftop Press, 2017
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Suspended Shifts was published in conjuction with an exhibition by
the same title as an extention of the gallery space. The publication
serves as a solution to the problem of including all the necessary
information about the show as well as documentation of the working
process within the work itself. Displayed in the show as four stacks
of individually folded give away sheets, the publication becomes a
temporary sculptural construction with an afterlife as an exhibition
catalogue.
Title: Suspended Shifts
Language: English
Artists: Tuukka Kaila & Oskari Parkkinen
Design: Oskari Parkkinen
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Golden age of chaos and clusterfuck was a collective effort of
nine artists to understand, through art, the nature of information in
contemporary society. The six-month process culminated in a month
long temporary research center in May 2017. The center consisted of
a research library with a reading space, an exhibition and a printing
facility in the Helsinki art gallery Myymälä2. The exhibition hosted a
screening of documentaries with live soundtracks, talks and a round
table discussion. During the event, a book documenting the process
was produced and published on site by the participating artists.
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Phrygian Mode presents a series of coal drawings by Timo Vaittinen
reproduced as Risograph prints. Drawings are loosely based on
the form of a phrygian hat. Phrygian hat was a symbol of freedom
in the french revolution and as pileus hats worn by freedmen in
ancient Rome. Hats resembling phrygian hats are worn by the
Smurfs, christmas elves, catholic bishops and Jaques Cousteau,
also a psychedelic mushroom, liberty cap, is named after the form of
phrygian hat.
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